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Abstract 
 
The goal of this study is to document the history of murals that relate to Central America, 
old and new, found in San Francisco’s Mission District. My research explores what role 
Central Americans played in developing the Mission Mural movement. The Mission 
District of San Francisco began its major mural production during the early 1970’s, 
which coincided with the large number of Central American immigrants who arrived to 
the Bay Area fleeing from wars that plagued their homelands consisting of mostly 
Nicaraguan, Salvadoran and Guatemalan refugees. The combination of different 
immigrant cultures facing similar problems, and sympathetic U.S. citizens, resulted in a 
community mural movement in San Francisco. The main goal of the community mural 
movement was to educate and create a dialogue about issues of relevance to Mission 
residents, including a number of political refugees who were working to raise 
consciousness among the U.S. public about the wars occurring in Central America. 
While there is a large amount of written material on Mexican American/ Chicano art in 
California, there is little written about Central American and specifically Salvadoran 
murals and art. My historical analysis of Mission murals related to Central America is 
based on past scholarly literature. I also provide an interpretive analysis of three murals 
from three different decades (1980s, 1990s and 2000s) to demonstrate Central America’s 
and Central Americans’ contributions that to the mural movement in San Francisco’s 
Mission District. The goal of this study is to document the history of Salvadoran art 
produced in San Francisco and to acknowledge its contributions to the community mural 
movement in California. 
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Culture is human beings creating their own reality in a specific location. 

Self-expression is a prerequisite for self -empowerment. There is no 

greater collective effort, no greater participatory performance, no more 

significant artwork, than the project of freedom. 

 -Writer Charles Frederick on his return from Nicaragua1 

The goal of this study is to document the history of murals that relate to Central 

America, old and new, found in San Francisco’s Mission District. My research explores 

what role Central Americans played in developing the San Francisco Mission District 

mural movement. The Mission District of San Francisco began its major mural 

production during the early 1970’s, which coincided with the large number of Central 

American immigrants who arrived to the Bay Area fleeing from wars that plagued their 

homelands consisting of mostly Nicaraguan, Salvadoran and Guatemalan refugees. The 

combination of different immigrant cultures facing similar problems, and sympathetic 

U.S. citizens, resulted in a community mural movement in San Francisco. The main goal 

of the community mural movement was to educate and create a dialogue about issues of 

relevance to Mission District residents, including a number of political refugees who 

were working to raise consciousness among the U.S. public about the wars occurring in 

Central America.  

 

While there is a large amount of written material on Mexican American/ Chicano 

art in California, there is little written about Central American and specifically 

Salvadoran murals and art. My historical analysis of Mission District murals related to 

1. Quoted in “Artists Call Against U.S. Intervention” by Lucy R. Lippard. NACLA Report 
On The Americas. Pg. 15-16. May/June, 1984. 
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Central America is based on past scholarly literature. I also provide an interpretive 

analysis of three murals from three different decades (1980s, 1990s and 2000s) to 

demonstrate Central America’s and Central Americans’ contributions that to the mural 

movement in San Francisco’s Mission District. The goal of this study is to document the 

history of Salvadoran art produced in San Francisco and to acknowledge its contributions 

to the community mural movement in California.   

I begin with a brief history of the origins of the political use of murals in the U.S. 

Latino community. Second, I provide an overview of the first phase of community murals 

in the Mission District of San Francisco. Third, I conduct a qualitative analysis of the 

1984 PLACA murals located in the Mission District’s Balmy Alley and demonstrate how 

local residents helped inform muralists of issues occurring in Central America. Fourth, I 

will provide an overview of the original inspiration of PLACA, which is derived from 

Artists Call: Stop U.S. Intervention in Central America, created in the New York visual 

arts community. Lastly, I analyze three individual murals that are thematically 

representative of Central America’s wars, history, culture and politics for having added 

an important contribution to the Mission mural movement.  

History of Political Murals in the Latino Community 

Murals have become part of Latino culture over many decades and often used as a 

form of protest. The first Latino art movement that involved mural production as a means 

of social change occurred after Mexico’s 1910 revolution. During this era of post-

revolutionary change, Mexico’s government promoted and sponsored the production of 

public murals in the form of frescos. Three prominent muralists emerged from this era 

known as “Los Tres Grandes” (The Three Greats): José Clemente Orozco, Diego Rivera 
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and David Alfaro Siqueiros. Los Tres Grandes created several murals that depicted social 

issues occurring in Mexico known today as the Social Realism art movement. Later the 

Mexican mural movement influenced several generations of community mural 

movements throughout the United States beginning in the 1960’s.   

Community murals contain elements that inform society creating visual 

narratives, thus creating a social dialogue. Community murals often times contain a 

political message that can subconsciously impact the viewer who comes across the 

artwork. Furthermore, community murals are located in public areas, so regardless of 

whom the mural belongs to or who created it, the images are publicly available to all 

despite race, class or background. Community muralists believe in creating art to beautify 

and educate the community through a habitual visual art practice. As a result, the creation 

of a mural is hardly ever an individual act and it is not necessarily creating art for art’s 

sake. The fact that murals are public and will be seen by people from different 

backgrounds compels the muralist to create artwork that has meaning and often carries a 

social or political message behind it.  

Political Murals Appearing in the Mission District 

 The first phase of the community mural movement (mid 1960’s to mid 1970’s) 

was a political movement in San Francisco. Mission District muralists were conscious 

that they were part of a larger community that represented people from different 

backgrounds. Several artists at the time began painting public murals as a form of visual 

protest also known as the contemporary mural movement. As Eva Cockcroft, John Weber 

2. PLACA: A collective mural group from the Mission District that produced 27 murals in Balmy Alley 
after 1984. The word also means graffiti tag, license plate, police car and signature in Spanish.   
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and James Cockcroft in Towards a People’s Art (1977) state in their preface: 

We got into mural painting as a response to the times -to the developing social 

movements around us -out of a felt need to break out of isolation of the studio, to make 

direct contact as artists with the oppressed, to make a public statement as artists in the 

only forum that then seemed viable: the streets. (Cockcroft, Weber, and Cockcroft)  

The Mission District began its first political mural production during the early 

1970’s and 1980’s, in part due to the large number of Central American immigrants who 

arrived to the Bay Area fleeing wars that plagued their homelands. The Mission District 

had a large Mexican and Chicano population, but also a significant Central American 

population, which grew rapidly because of the huge influx of Salvadoran, Nicaraguan, 

Guatemalan, and Honduran refugees.  In this haven of coexistence, various muralists of 

different ethnicities and backgrounds, created several murals collectively. The purpose of 

these murals’ was to advocate for social change and raise consciousness about what was 

occurring in Central America. The events that occurred during this time frame coincided 

with U.S. intervention in Central America occurring in El Salvador and Nicaragua.  

 

1984 PLACA Murals in Balmy Alley   

In the eighties many North Americans were traveling to Central America and 

returning with disconcerting reports of the war that were quite different from the “official 

truth” (Lizarraga 103). The news journalists that went to observe the situation in El 

Salvador often provided detailed, inside accounts that raised consciousness among U.S. 

readers about the situation of El Salvador, and especially about the U.S. government’s 

role in funding state-sponsored terrorism by the Salvadoran government. The journalists 

and news reporters had detailed information on who was behind the death squads, who 
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killed an estimated 40,000 people with impunity (Pyes). In the summer of 1984 a group 

of artists named PLACA responded to the Central American conflicts by painting a series 

of murals with a dual theme: Peace in Central America and celebration of Central 

American culture in Balmy Alley. Ray Patlán was the co-director of the PLACA project 

together with Patricia Rodriguez. As Ray Patlán remembers: 

We decided to call ourselves PLACA. In Spanish it means identity mark, as well as a 

cop, police car, signature or license plate. We liked the name because we wanted to leave 

a mark. And we started by talking to the people who lived in the alley. At first they were 

a little reluctant -after all, it was an act of protest against the government -but then they 

agreed very willingly. The only condition was not to paint overtly bloody scenes. 

(Patlán103) 

In the summer of 1984 the inception of PLACA led to twenty-five murals painted 

in Balmy Alley by thirty- six mural activists. “A key element in the PLACA projects 

impact lay in its presence as a mural cluster…forming a presence that any single piece 

could not command” (Drescher). Balmy Alley is located in between 24th and 25th street. 

The project was funded (at $2,500) by a single grant from the Zellerbach Foundation, and 

a generous supply of paints donated by the local distributor of Politec Mural Paints. 

Balmy Alley became a highly influential project, and received more publicity than any 

other community mural in San Francisco's history (Drescher interview).  

The inception of PLACA in Balmy Alley during the mid 1980s revolving around a 

Central American theme reflected the prominence of the Central American political 

struggles in the politics of the Mission District. It also led to a sustained production of 

murals that continues to this day, an era that transformed the Mission District’s streets 

into a full-blown mural environment.  
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The twenty-five murals of PLACA is a visual illustration of the atrocities, which 

occurred throughout Central America in the 1970’s and 1980’s. The murals themselves 

provide evidence of an artistic transnational resistance that shed light on U.S. 

involvement in Central America without using any visual imagery of “blood and guts”. 

My findings from interviews led to an approximate estimate of how many Central 

Americans artist participated in the PLACA murals. Ray Patlán roughly estimates three 

Salvadorans participated in the PLACA project, the rest of the Latino participants 

constituted of Chicanos/Chicanas, Mexican-Americans and Mexicanos. Therefore, 

Central Americans as artists did not constitute a major portion as muralists for the 

PLACA project. The story telling and personal narratives from informants, journals, press 

and Central Americans were the primary sources, which contributed and provided an 

inspiration for the muralist’s to create contemporary murals that visually narrate and 

recount U.S. intervention in Central America. Patlán describes the importance of Central 

Americans as informants: 

Central American issues just seem so close to us because we were amidst a Central 

American population as San Franciscans as Bay Area people. Roberto Vargas had a lot of 

influence… he was a poet and a writer. He was Nicaraguense and was educating people, 

both Latinos and non-Latinos, throughout the Bay Area. (Patlán interview) 

 

Patlán gives credit to Roberto Vargas a Nicaraguan native, and young man at the 

time, for being one of several individuals who kept people informed of events happening 

in Central America. This is evidence that there was already a strong local consciousness 

of what was occurring in Central America. The Central American population in the Bay 

Area did not remain silent; instead they voiced their opinion to the public to raise 

awareness, including street protests that occurred in the Mission District. 
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Artists Call: Stop U.S. Intervention in Central America, New York 1984 

“Artists Call was one of the largest cultural campaigns of its kind ever organized 

in the U.S. It began in the New York visual arts community in January 1984 at the 

initiative of the Young Institute for the Arts and Letters of El Salvador in Exile 

(INALSE)” (Lippard 15). The role of INALSE, a Central American organization, helped 

create a call to artists, of all mediums, in New York to denounce U.S. intervention in 

Central America. The Artists Call spread like wildfire to different cities across the United 

States and Canada (Lippard 15). On January 28,1984 Artists Call general statement was 

announced: “If, as artists, we can silently witness the destruction of other cultures, we 

forfeit the right to make art of our own.” (Artists Call: General Statement, 1984) 

By winter of 1984 the idea had spread to 27 other cities in the United States and 

Canada. This is prime evidence that U.S. interference in Central America played a critical 

role in shaping art movements that primarily began in New York, to influence other 

major cities across the nation. Moreover, since the New York Artists Call influenced 

Patlán and Rodriguez’s idea of 1984 PLACA murals, it is evident that Central Americans 

personal accounts (INALSE) played a role in shaping the Mission mural movement by 

adding twenty-seven new murals relating to peace in Central America in the span of nine 

months in Balmy Alley, ending in approximately March of 19853  

 

Analysis of Individual Murals Interconnected to Central America 

3. The date March 1985 is approximate date based on the 9-month span of the 
PLACA project if beginning on June of 1984. 
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I have chosen specific murals, old and new, found in the Mission that are thematic 

to Central Americas wars, history, culture and politics. These four murals relate to El 

Salvador’s Civil War, painted in Balmy from different time frames. Some of the murals 

have faded or have been painted over due to the contemporary nature of murals in the 

Mission district. They are in chronological order to give a sense of the Central American 

imagery being produced by Mission muralists beginning with PLACA murals in 1984.  

 

Camino Al Mercado/On the Way to the Market by Ray Pátlan, 1984 

 

 
Patlán, Raymond © 1984 Camino al Mercado/ On the Way to the Market. Balmy Alley, San Francisco, 
CA. Photographed by: Timothy Drescher 
 

 

 

 Ray Patlán’s contribution to the 1984 PLACA project is titled Camino Al 

Mercado/ On the Way to the Market, completed in nine days. A sense of uncertainty is 
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demanded by the composition, juxtaposing the woman’s gaze towards a mysterious 

outlook and the subtle machine guns hidden underneath their clothing. What will ensue 

next in this scene is up for personal contemplation. The mood sets an ambiguous scene 

raising the question, what are the women looking at? What can they be carrying inside 

their bags? Will they draw their machine guns out and begin to fire off rounds? A sense 

of uncertainty is demanded by the composition, juxtaposing the woman’s gaze towards a 

mysterious outlook and the subtle machine guns hidden underneath their clothing. What 

will ensue next in this scene is up for personal contemplation. 

 The mural consists of two women walking casually on the market street sidewalk 

with bags on their hands. At first glance the images of the women seem normal wearing 

white dresses and black scarves. What is remarkable about this mural is the fact that the 

women are holding machine guns under their long black scarves so as to cover the entire 

machine gun. The mural is set on a top view, which gives the spectator an insight on the 

subtle view of the machine gun butts beneath the women’s hands. In the words of Ray 

Patlán he explains why the mural is successful in creating personal reflection. 

I decided this is not exactly the way to reach people, we were talking to the other artists 

about no blood and guts and also this punch in the face stuff, it works sometimes but for 

the most part if you allow people to find themselves in your work its just much more 

effective, that’s were you see the hidden gun, so you can walk into it and kind of get 

involved with it visually intellectually and mentally. (Patlán interview) 

 The mural relates to the wars occurring in Central America and in El Salvador due 

to women’s militant participation during the armed conflicts. As the Precita Eyes 

Muralists book titled Mission Muralismo Patlán explains how the mural was a tribute to 
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women: “To their strength under the most difficult conditions; a tribute to life itself, the 

fact that people go to the market even in the middle of a war” (Patlán 103).   

 

Nuestra America: 500 Años de Resistencia/ Our America: 500 years of Resistance by 

Isaías Mata, 1992 

 

Isaías Mata © 1992, Nuestra America: 500 Años de Resistencia/ Our 
America: 500 Years of Resistance, mural, St. Peter's Church on 24th Street and Florida, San Francisco. Photograph by 
Mauricio Ramirez 
 

 Isaías Mata is renowned Salvadoran muralist, whose social justice driven murals 

are in South America, El Salvador, as well as in California and other countries. Mata is 

an important contributor to the Mission mural movement because during the early 1990’s 

Isaías Mata resided in San Francisco as a political refugee from El Salvador. The Mission 

District was teeming with families and individuals who had fled from the wars in 

Nicaragua, Guatemala and El Salvador. “Men, fleeing the military crackdown on the 

poor, forced conscription, or their own politics of indigenous self-determination, often 
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arrived alone. St. Peters, a Roman Catholic church, served as a sanctuary for all of them 

and a canvas for Mata” (Thorn 275). 

 Painted in 1992 by Isaías Mata, 500 Years of Resistance was commissioned by 

Father Jack Isaacs, a liberation theologian and a priest at St. Peter’s Parish. The exterior 

walls of St Peters Catholic Church function as a triptych, an outdoor alternative piece 

reflecting the struggle of indigenous people of the Americas. The mural decorates the 

corner of the church, which faces the cross streets of Florida and 24th Streets. The church 

and the mural offer an alternative theology of social justice, a different view of the five 

hundred years since Spain invaded narrative, answering the question, how can the 

disenfranchised appear in history? (Thorn 275). Father Isaacs from the St. Peters Parish 

remembers when Mata painted Archbishop Oscar Romero’s portrait on the mural: 

 

Isaías showed that it wasn’t the evil and suffering that motivated Oscar Romero to defend 

his people against the injustices of church and state; it wasn’t the violence that animated 

him. He was motivated by love, a vision of idealism, and beauty. (Father Jack Isaacs 

from St. Peters Oral History Project.)  

 

Mata’s mural is an important contribution to the Mission Mural movement 

because it is integrally connected to Latin American history as a whole. From the street 

view the mural commands attention through its color and sheer size. In addition Isaías 

Mata is of Salvadoran descent, his contribution as a Central American muralist to 

Mission District mural movement is impressive due his attention to detail and painting 

skill demonstrated in this mural. To the far left of the mural (Florida St. side) we can see 

a group of protesters holding up signs being led by Cesar Chavez in the forefront with his 
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own sign “VIVA LA HUELGA STRIKE” [sic]. This side of the mural is filled with 

human dynamism representative of the struggle of the working class. On top of the 

people hovers the faces of 16th-century Spanish missionary Bartolomé de Las Casas, 

Iroquois saint Kateri Tekawitha, Civil Rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., assassinated 

Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar Romero and Padre Miguel Hidalgo.  

On the second side (wall facing Mission street starting from the far left side) Mata 

paints indigenous iconic figures symbolizing pre-Columbian cultures. This wall contains 

two windows. On top of one window there is an Olmec head painted overlooking blue 

and red mountains. Resting on top of the left window there is an open book with a 

passage from the ancient Mayan bible Popol Vuh on one page and on the second page 

there is a passage from the Christian holy bible. This subtle gesture Mata creates by 

contrasting two passages from distinct bibles is ironical. One bible is from the Mayans, a 

native empire of the Americas that was conquered by Spanish upon their arrival in 1492. 

The second bible was brought by the Spanish and imposed on the indigenous cultures that 

already inhabited Latin American land.  

 

Una Ley Inmoral, Nadie Tiene que Cumplirla/ No One Should Comply With an 

Immoral Law by Juana Alicia, 1996 
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Juana Alicia © 1996, Una Ley Inmoral, Nadie Tiene que Cumplirla/ No one Should Comply With an 
Immoral Law, mural, Balmy Alley, San Francisco. Photograph by Mauricio Ramirez 

 

The mural eventually weathered and Juana Alicia painted a new mural in 1996 

she created Una Ley Inmoral, Nadie Tiene que Cumplirla. The mural pays homage to 

Archbishop’s Oscar Romero death. The mural consists of a large portrait of Archbishop 

Romero painted in Juana Alicia’s style. The wall painting contains a quote in both 

English and Spanish saying “No one should comply with an immoral law”, quoted from 

one of his homilies. The portraits red background enhances the look on Romero’s eyes. 

The painting and design inside each letter formation is reminiscent of Fernando Llort 

style, a Salvadoran artist of international recognition known for Salvadoran folk art or 

“Arte Popular”. The use of Llort style and the iconic image of Archbishop Romero give 

a sense of familiarity to Salvadorans who come across Alicia’s mural.  

In essence the quote Juana Alicia chose from Romero’s homily augments the 

strength of her mural, relaying a direct message through words and the portrait of 
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Archbishop Romero. Romero believed that no man should kill, because it goes against 

god’s will, one of his main arguments against the Salvadoran Civil War. Craig Pyes, a 

U.S. journalist working for the Albquerque Journal at the time, investigated the death 

squads of El Salvador in detail and found a link between the terrorist group and Romero’s 

assassination. Pyes had first hand experience on the events occurring in El Salvador and 

recently wrote a piece titled (Un) Covering the Death Squads of El Salvador for the 

Nieman Foundation of Journalism at Harvard University. This is an excerpt from the 

article articulating the death or Archbishop Romero: 

The archbishop, who started out as a conservative, had become the voice of the poor and 

disenfranchised, documenting killings and disappearances at the hands of the army and 

mysterious right-wing death squads during his weekly sermons. Just before his murder, 

Romero had broadcast an appeal to ordinary soldiers to stop the killing, counseling them 

that they were not “obliged to obey an order contrary to the law of God”. (Pyes) 

 

Archbishop Romero’s death caused a strong reaction to the people of El Salvador. 

His death demonstrated the harsh brutality of the death squads and their determination to 

kill anyone opposed to the military. Without a doubt Archbishop Romero remains one of 

the strongest symbols of peace for El Salvador.  

 

Un Pasado Que Aun Vive/A Past That Still Lives by Joel Bergner, 2004 
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Joel Bergner © 2004 Un Pasado que Aun Vive/A Past That Still Lives, mural, Balmy Alley, San Francisco. 
Photograph by Mauricio Ramirez. 

 

In the spring of 2004 Joel Bergner worked for an organization in El Salvador as a 

teacher, and he was also an International Election observer for the presidential elections 

that year. He made close Salvadoran friends who he traveled with around the country. 

When he returned to California, Joel painted a mural based on many of the people he had 

known and their stories about the tragic civil war and the social and political situations of 

the country, as well as everyday life in El Salvador.  

The mural, entitled Un Pasado Que Aun Vive, located in Balmy Alley is a visual 

tale; a reminder of El Salvador’s violent past. The central image at the far left depicts a 

woman carrying her son in the back of a truck, looking towards a violent past. A woman 

clutches a letter from her husband who has moved to the United States to find work. 

Bergner reminds the viewer of how common families were painfully separated because 

many migrated to the United States in search of jobs a better quality of life, an issue still 

relevant around the world. (Gressel 111). There are subtle messages in the art piece that 

reference back to the Civil War such as soldiers with machine guns and the faces of 
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disappeared guerillas in the green mountains. Taking an even closer look at Bergner’s 

mural there is a faint scene of people being shot by black silhouettes of men painted on 

the side of a house.  

 

Conclusion 

Currently San Francisco is estimated to have six hundred murals, the largest 

concentration of which is found in the Mission District (Jackson 80). Public murals give a 

voice to the community, and in this sense the community reclaims its public space in a 

form of visual literacy, which in return educates the viewer or any passerby who comes 

into contact with the mural on the street. For these reasons, the Balmy Alley and PLACA 

played a critical role in spreading awareness of the U.S. intervention occurring in Central 

America during the 1980’s. Moreover, since the January 1984 PLACA murals, it is 

evident that Central Americans personal accounts (INALSE) gave birth to New York The 

Artists Call Against U.S. Intervention in Central America, which in return influenced 

Patlán and Rodriguez’s idea of the summer of 1984 PLACA murals. The 1984 PLACA 

Murals: Peace in Central America and the Celebration of Central American Culture 

subsequently played a role in shaping the Mission mural movement by adding twenty-

five murals relating to peace in Central America in the span of nine months in Balmy 

Alley. The massive contribution of political murals, subtle or not, began a new cycle of 

mural production in Balmy Alley, a tradition that remains until this day. These murals 

marked a trend in the Mission mural movement demonstrating that its diverse residents 

and artists were not afraid to express their politics, use their art to educate the public, and 

in return create a visual opposition towards U.S. involvement in Central America.  
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